
Safety Assessment for 
Automated Vehicle Testing, 
Deployment & Management

Recognizing that the business success of AVs is dependent upon the vehicle 
use and the vehicle use is in turn dependent upon trust.  Safety is the ultimate 
dexterity test in the advancement of this technology frontier.

Current vehicle safety standards, best practices, and approaches are not wholly 
adequate to ensure the safety of an AV, the motoring public, and vulnerable road 
users in a holistic manner. The application of these technologies continually 
prompts the question: How safe is safe enough? 

Stantec GenerationAV™ has gathered an industry leading safety team and state 
of art tools to provide guidance and support for any organization developing, 
deploying or managing AVs.     

Driven and bound by safety

ACCELERATING AUTONOMY
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Safety Experience

While the technical challenges of AV development are being solved, 
seeking the support of a third party for a safety assessment is critical 
for success. Third party assessments are accepted for their non-bias 
nature and experience base, which will develop confidence in the user 
community. Using an outside expert in the area of safety is also an 
efficient use of internal resources, allowing the organization to focus on 
their key strengths. 

At Stantec GenerationAV™ we have established a holistic process utilizing 
and combining the latest procedures and best practices with state-of-
the-art tools that apply to all aspects of AV safety. When an organization 
is considering an AV deployment at any stage of development, it is a 
foundational imperative to ensure the organization has a recognized, 
embedded safety culture. Our experts will help evaluate and promote this 
culture.

From Planning and Deployment to Management and Operations to 
ongoing Monitoring and Evaluation through the lifecycle, we have the 
experience to guide your projects to success. Conducting a safety 
assessment will give you credence should any issues arise as you launch, 
establish, and run your program. Our team will support your project goals 
and objectives, help to create an overall safety culture, and provide the 
confidence needed to help your project operate safely in this new frontier.

RISK AND SAFETY ASSESSMENT 
SERVICES AND PRODUCTS
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and Management Tools 
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Monitoring, Reporting, and Continuous 
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